In their recent time-dependent simulations of an absorption-line-driven wind, Owocki, Castor, and Rybicki (OCR) found that the steady state velocity law approached by an unperturbed flow was much steeper than that obtained in previous steady flow models based either on the Sobolev approximation, or on comoving frame solutions of the line transfer. To understand the origin of this result, we have investigated the steady state solution topology for such absorption line-driven flows when one does not rely on the Sobolev approximation to compute the line force. We find that the solution topology near the sonic (critical) point is of the nodal type, with not one, but two positive slope solutions. For reasonable lower boundary conditions, the steeper of these two slopes is applicable only if one assumes (as in OCR) an artificially high ion thermal speed v ih ; for realistic p th , as well as for the Sobolev limit v th -► 0 of the usual Castor, Abbott, and Klein model, the shallower slope solution applies. At finite u th , however, this shallower solution is not distinct, but consists of a family of very similar solutions converging on the sonic point, and this makes it difficult to distinguish a unique solution extending to large radii. From this we infer that a non-Sobolev, absorption line-driven flow with a realistic value of v th has no uniquely defined steady state. We discuss the implications of this result, both for interpreting results of time-dependent numerical simulations as well as for understanding the nature of the outflow in actual stellar winds. A principal conclusion is that, to the extent that a pure absorption model is applicable, radiatively driven stellar winds should be intrinsically variable.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is now generally thought that the winds from massive O, B, and WR stars are primarily driven by scattering of the star's strong radiation field in spectral lines of heavy minor ions in the wind. The line-driving mechanism was originally suggested by Lucy and Solomon (1970) , but the first model to derive mass-loss rates and flow speeds in good general agreement with observations was that of Castor, Abbott, and Klein (1975, hereafter CAK) . The original CAK model contained many simplifications and approximations that have since been relaxed, but its basic formalism has remained central in much of the subsequent development of theoretical wind models. (See reviews by, e.g., Abbott 1988 and One crucial simplification of CAK was the use of the Sobolev approximation to compute the force from the large ensemble of lines considered. This approximation greatly simplifies solution of line transfer in a smooth medium with a strong velocity gradient. It essentially assumes that basic flow quantities (e.g., density) are roughly constant within a Sobolev length L = v t J(dv/dr), over which the mean flow speed v increases by an ion thermal speed v th . This assumption is well satisfied in the supersonic portion of a smoothly accelerating flow, where the high flow speed v v ih implies that the typical scale height H = v/(dv/dr) > L; but it breaks down at the subsonic wind base, where v < v th implies that H < L. Since it is in this subsonic region that the basic flow properties like massloss rate are set, the ability of CAK and other Sobolev-theory wind models to accurately predict such properties has often been questioned. (See, e.g., Thomas 1988.) A second basic simplification of the CAK model is that the wind is in a smooth, steady state. There is now substantial observational evidence that such winds are in fact highly variable (Lamers and Morton 1976; Henrichs et al 1983; Prinja and Howarth 1988; Henrichs 1988) , perhaps consisting of "blobs" (Lucy and White 1980) and/or multiple shocks (Lucy 1982; Abbott 1988 ) that arise from the instability of the linedriven flow. The basic physics of this line-driven instability has long been recognized (Milne 1926; Lucy and Solomon 1970; Hearn 1972) : A small-scale increase in the flow speed Dopplershifts the local line absorption out of the shadow of intervening material, leading to an increase in the radiative force that further increases the flow speed. Formal stability analyses have confirmed the instability for "optically thin" perturbations (MacGregor, Hartmann, and Raymond 1979; Carlberg 1980) , but have found marginal stability if one uses the Sobolev approximation to compute the perturbed as well as mean line force (Abbott 1980) . A more general analysis carried out by Owocki and Rybicki (1984) reconciled these results by showing that the Sobolev length L constitutes a "bridging length" between the stable, long-wavelength, Sobolev limit, and the highly unstable, short-scale regime. The linear growth rates they derived implied that short-scale perturbations would undergo huge amplifications (~100 c-folds!) and so would quickly become nonlinear within the wind.
Recently, Owocki, Castor, and Rybicki (1988, hereafter OCR) have developed a time-dependent wind model that attempts to simulate numerically the nonlinear evolution of this instability. Because the instability occurs for perturbations with a length scale below the Sobolev length, OCR had to develop a method for computation of the line force which did not use the Sobolev approximation, but which still avoided the inordinate computational expense of solving the full linetransfer problem at each time step. The crucial simplification they adopted was to ignore the diffuse, scattered radiation, and so effectively to assume that the flow is driven by an ensemble of pure absorption lines. Within this pure absorption approximation, OCR derived a relatively simple integral force expression that retained the line ensemble description of CAK but did not use the Sobolev approximation. This enabled them to study the unstable evolution of perturbations at scales near and below the Sobolev length.
OCR's non-Sobolev force expression also provides a convenient means to test the effect of relaxing the Sobolev approximation on the properties of an unperturbed, steady state solution. In fact, the treatment of the line force used by OCR (and adopted here; see below) is in many respects quite similar to that used in the original paper on line-driven winds by Lucy and Solomon (1970) . (The fact that this early work did not use the Sobolev approximation is often overlooked; see § Via.) However, this early work concentrated primarily on the subsonic flow, and, because it included only a handful of lines, it predicted very small mass-loss rates. Of course, since this paper preceded the Sobolev model of CAK, it also was not concerned with ascertaining the applicability of the Sobolev approximation.
More recent studies (Weber 1981; Pauldrach, Puls, and Kudritzki 1986; Pauldrach 1987 ) have compared Sobolevbased models with models that use comoving frame (CMF) solutions of the full line-transfer equation to compute the line force. Initially, Weber (1981) found significant differences between CAK and CMF models in the predicted mass-loss rate, velocity law, and terminal flow speed; but subsequent work (Friend and Abbott 1986; Pauldrach, Puls, and Kudritzki 1986) showed that these differences can be largely attributed to the "point-star" approximation used in the original CAK model. Modified CAK models that still use the Sobolev approximation, but which take proper account of the finite cone angle of the radiative flux from the star, have since been found to be in quite good agreement with analogous models based on full CMF solution of the line transfer (Pauldrach, Puls, and Kudritzki 1986) .
Based on these earlier CMF results, it was expected that, in the absence of explicit perturbations, the OCR time-dependent calculations would asymptotically approach a steady state closely approximating the analogous CAK/Sobolev steady solution. Instead, it was found that the nature of the state attained depended quite crucially on the assumed value of i; th /a, the ratio of the ion thermal speed to the sound speed. For realistic values of v t Ja « 0.3 (see § lib), the flow never became steady, but rather persisted in showing substantial variability in both velocity and mass flux, even without any explicit driving. For artificially high values v t Ja > 0.5, the unperturbed model did approach a steady state with a mass flux about the CAK value, but with a substantially steeper velocity law. Since the value of v t Ja sets the scale length ratio L/H near the sonic point, and thus determines the validity of the Sobolev approximation in this crucial region, it is perhaps not surprising that models computed with different v t Ja should have different structure. What is surprising is that steady states are attained only at large v t Ja, and that, as one approaches the Sobolev regime of small v t Ja, the severity of the wind variability actually increases, so that even in the limit v t Ja 0 the calculations never relax to a CAK-like steady state.
A principal goal of this paper is to understand the physical basis of this unexpected behavior of the OCR numerical simulations for an unperturbed flow. We thus reexamine in detail the role of the Sobolev approximation in setting the basic flow properties of a steady wind model. To facilitate comparison with both the CAK and OCR results, we shall treat the ratio v t Ja as a free parameter, even though it is actually a fixed quantity set by the atomic mass of the driving ions. Our approach is to use the same non-Sobolev, pure absorption force used by OCR, but now to apply this to solution of the time-independent set of ordinary differential equations describing a steady state wind. In actual stellar winds, the driving lines are much better described as pure scattering, not pure absorption, and so ignoring scattering is a potentially serious approximation. (See § Via.) However, in the Sobolev limit the scattered radiation field attains a fore-aft symmetry and thus does not contribute to the mean line force. Since Sobolev models thus do not distinguish between driving from scattering and absorption lines, focusing on the absorption term seems a reasonable way to begin to build a more fundamental understanding of the effects of relaxing the Sobolev approximation. Furthermore, the relative simplicity of this pure absorption force allows one to carry out a much more detailed and extensive analysis of the nature and properties of the non-Sobolev steady solution than was possible in earlier CMF models. For example, while the CMF studies have used iterative techniques to relax on a particular flow solution, we are able to carry out initial value integrations to uncover the full steady state solution topology.
The results of this more extensive solution analysis are quite surprising and lead to quite different conclusions from the earlier CMF models. In particular, we find that the solution topology near the sonic point is not of the usual X-type with a single, well-defined transonic solution, but rather is of a nodal type (Holzer 1977) , with two positive slope solutions. We identify the steeper slope solution with the steep steady state found by OCR for large v x Ja, and the shallower slope with the usual CAK solution obtained in the Sobolev limit v th -► 0. At finite v th , this shallower solution is not distinct but consists of a family of very similar solutions converging on the sonic point, and this makes it difficult to distinguish a unique solution extending to large radii. The principal conclusion that we draw from this is that a non-Sobolev, absorption line-driven flow often has no well-defined steady state. As we describe in greater detail below, it appears that these properties of the steady solution topologies may be closely related to the unsettled behavior of the OCR time-dependent models cited above.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We first ( § II) develop the steady flow equations using the non-Sobolev, pure absorption line force. We then ( § III) carry out analytic analyses aimed at determining the nature of the solution topologies for these steady flow equations. Next ( § IV) we numerically integrate these equations from initial values at the lower boundary and relate the solutions obtained to those of the OCR and CAK models. We then ( § V) discuss the effects of 1990ApJ. . . 358. .199P No. 1, 1990 RADIATIVELY DRIVEN STELLAR WINDS 201 various extensions of our basic model and compare ( § VI) our results to those obtained in previous non-Sobolev models. Finally ( § VII) we conclude with a brief remark about the implications of our results and about possible directions for future work.
II. STEADY STATE EQUATIONS
a) Pure Absorption Model We wish to examine the nature of steady solutions for an absorption line-driven flow when one does not use the Sobolev approximation to compute the line force. Since one of our principal goals is to understand the behavior of the unperturbed models in the OCR time-dependent calculations, we shall retain most of their basic assumptions. We thus consider a one-dimensional, spherically symmetric, isothermal flow that is driven radially outward through absorption of a point source of continuum radiation in a fixed ensemble of spectral lines. (The effects of certain generalizations-e.g., finite diskare considered in § V.) Then, combining the mass and momentum conservation equations, we arrive at the usual equation of motion for a steady stellar wind (Parker 1964) :
Unless otherwise noted, the notation is the same as OCR; v and a are the flow speed and isothermal sound speed, and r and G are the radius and gravitation constant. The effective gravitational mass of the star M eff is reduced by the effect of the radiative force on electrons and so is related to the stellar mass by M eff = (1 -where F Edd is the usual Eddington factor.
Here g Tlld is the radiative acceleration arising from the line absorption of the star's continuum momentum flux. If one does not appeal to the Sobolev approximation, then g rad depends on the solution of the line-transfer problem, and thus is a functional of the global velocity and density distribution. In the general case including scattering, the initial value methods used here then fail, and one must resort to iterative or other methods to solve for the flow. (See, e.g., Pauldrach, Puls, and Kudritzki 1986 , and discussion in § VI.) However, for the pure absorption case considered here, this nonlocalness is one-sided, in the sense that at any given radius r, g Tad is actually a functional of the velocity and density for r' <r only. If we retain the CAK assumption of a line ensemble with a power-law number distribution in opacity (optionally including an exponential cutoff at some maximum opacity 7c max , as in OCR), then, following OCR, 0 rad can be computed by approximating the required frequency integration with a quadrature over a suitably fine grid of n x frequencies x,
Here L* is the stellar luminosity, a is the CAK power index, c is the speed of light, and w* is a weighting function. The constant K depends on the normalization for the line number distribution; it is related to the OCR and CAK normalization constants k 0 and k by
where F is the complete gamma function. (Note that, since k 0 ~ l/v th9 K is defined in such a way as to be independent of v th .) Instead of the integral form used by OCR (see their eq.
[9]), we find it convenient to describe the spatial variation of the profile-weighted mass column depth rj x at each frequency x through the n x auxiliary differential equations (4) where </>(x) is the line profile function, usually taken here (as in OCR) to be Gaussian, although we do also consider the effects of Lorentz wings ( § Vc). In the second expression of equation (4), we have eliminated the density p through the mass-loss rate,
Note that the present definition of rj x differs slightly from that of OCR in that it now incorporates the two terms associated respectively with the cutoff of the line ensemble at a maximum opacity K max , and with the Schuster-Schwarzschild reversing layer boundary condition on the radiation field. Thus the lower boundary condition on rj x is
where the continuum opacity <j c is assumed due to electron scattering only. (The effect of using different radiative boundary conditions is discussed in § Vfr.) We define the lower boundary radius r 0 as the point of unit continuum optical depth, with a density given by
where H = a 2 rl/GM e{{ is the scale height. The lower boundary value of the velocity v 0 can then be defined in terms of the mass-loss rate through 
Using equation (2) for g rad in equation (1), equations (4) and (1) together then represent at system of n* + 1 coupled ordinary differential equations for variation of the dependent variables v and r¡ x with the independent variable r. Boundary conditions for this system are then given by equations (6) and (8).
b) Role of Finite Thermal Speed The principal feature of this analysis is that it retains the line ensemble description introduced by CAK but does not rely on the Sobolev approximation to compute the line force. However, assuming, as did CAK, a pure power-law line distribution with no opacity cutoff (i.e., /c max -► oo), then the force expression (2) reduces in the limit of vanishing ion thermal speed, v th -► 0, to the usual CAK line force. (See OCR, eq. [12] .) For dimensional reasons, CAK often include a finite v th in many of their expressions (e.g., their constant k; see eq. [3]), but it is important to realize that this fiducial thermal speed completely scales out in all their derived physical quantities (e.g., line force, mass-loss rate). In contrast, as we shall see below, the value of v th , and in particular its ratio to the sound speed, v t Ja, plays a crucial role in determining the physical POE, OWOCKI, AND CASTOR Vol. 358 properties of this non-Sobolev model of an absorption linedriven flow. This ratio of the thermal speed to the sound speed is a property of the gas given by where A t is the atomic weight of the driving ions, and // is the mean molecular weight of the gas. Assuming complete ionization and standard cosmic abundances oï X = 0.73 and Y = 0.27 for the mass fractions of hydrogen and helium, we find ¡i = 2/(1 + 3X + 0.57) = 0.602. Then, since the driving lines for O-stars are primarily from carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen (Abbott 1980) , with atomic weights A, « 12,14, and 16, we obtain from equation (9) v^Ja = 0.317 -0.274, and so a typical value to adopt might be, say, v t Ja = 0.3. (For B-star winds, iron lines are important, and so the appropriate value may be somewhat lower). However, to facilitate comparison with both the CAK/Sobolev limit v^a -► 0, and the results of OCR (whose standard model assumed v^Ja = 0.5), we will treat this ratio as a free parameter to be varied over this entire range.
III. ANALYSIS OF STEADY SOLUTIONS
a) Solution Topology near the Sonic Point As we shall soon see, the solutions of this non-Sobolev wind model have some peculiar properties that makes them quite different from the usual steady solutions for either the solar wind or Sobolev line-driven wind models like CAK. Thus, before attempting numerical integrations of the system of equations (1) and (4) to obtain steady solutions for the wind velocity ( § iv), it is instructive to examine carefully the nature of the solution topology in the neighborhood of the flow's critical point.
We first note that, unlike in Sobolev models, here 0 rad is not an explicit function of the velocity gradient. The critical point r c for equation (1) The velocity gradient at r c is thus given by (14) As noted by Holzer (1977) , depending on the values of A and B, there are three possible types of critical point : 1) A > 0; then the critical point is the usual saddle ("Xtype") point that applies, e.g., to transonic solutions for the solar wind.
2) A < 0 and B 2 + 4A < 0 ; then the critical point is a focal point through which there is no transonic solution. This occurs between saddle points in cases (e.g., rapidly diverging flows in coronal holes) with multiple critical points.
3) A < 0 and J5 2 + 4A > 0; then the critical point is a nodal point. We shall show below that it is this type of solution that applies to the transonic solutions of an absorption line-driven flow.
The nature of the solution topologies near the critical point is analyzed in the Appendix (see also Appendix A of Holzer 1977) . The results for all three types are illustrated in Figure 1 , adapted from Holzer (1977) . Note that in the usual saddle point case, the slopes of the two solutions through the critical point have opposite sign. More importantly, these solutions are topologically quite distinct in that nearby solutions diverge as they approach the critical point. Contrast this with the (a) (b) (c) Fig. 1 .-Solution topologies for critical points of the usual (a) saddle-or X-type that applies to the solar wind, and of the (b) focal and (c) nodal type that apply to the present case of a wind driven by absorption of radiation in spectral lines. The ordinate is proportional to v -a and the abscissa is proportional r -r c , but the scaling is arbitrary.
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b) Solution Degeneracy of the Nodal Topology One can immediately see that this continuum of solutions poses a serious difficulty for determining a distinct transonic flow solution. In the usual saddle point case, the full spatial variation of a solution is determined by integrating outward from the critical point, and the topology of the solutions ensures that this integration will be quite stable. In the nodal case, however, such an integration outward from the critical point is extremely unstable if one follows the smaller slope onto which the continuum of solutions converge, and this makes it extremely difficult to determine a distinct solution. This difficulty is not unique to integral methods; similar problems arise in using iterative methods to determine a unique solution for this case. (See § Ve.)
The relevance of this for absorption line-driven winds is that the quantity A is always negative, and so transonic flow is only possible through a nodal critical point. That this must be so can be seen from inspection of equation (12). For a line-driven flow, the curvature term a 2 /ff is small, and the remaining term is always negative, essentially because dg Tad /dr¡ x < 0.
Physically, this can be traced to the tendency of the line force to decrease with increasing line-optical depth. Since the optical depth varies inversely with velocity gradient, the line force thus increases with the velocity gradient. In the subsonic region of a flow the velocity gradient normally increases with decreasing driving force, because force balance against gravity then requires a stronger pressure gradient, which implies a steeper density, and through the mass continuity relation, a steeper velocity. But since here the line force tends to increase with the velocity gradient, this provides a feedback that enables a continuum of subsonic flow solutions to all reach the sonic speed at a finite slope, thus giving rise to the nodal type solution topology.
Despite these practical difficulties in identifying a unique transonic solution, it is important to realize that, in a mathematical sense, there is in general only one acceptable solution. As we note in the Appendix, of all the solution curves that approach the sank point along the shallow slope, at most one is completely analytic. That is, given a choice of r c and v c and the function rj x (r c ), and a selection of one of the two critical slopes, the complete Taylor expansion of v versus r -r c can be obtained. Only for at most one value of M will this Taylor expansion inward from the sonic point agree with the outward solution from the photosphere. For other choices of M, the function v(r) will differ from this analytic one by a term that is 0[(r c -r) s ] for r->r c , in which s is in general an irrational number, the ratio of the larger to the smaller critical value of v' c . Thus these other solutions have discontinuities in the (s -I-l)st derivative at r c and are not acceptable solutions of the system of differential equations (1) and (4). By matching the trial solution from the photosphere with the Taylor expansion about r c , carried through the (s + 2)nd term, one could, in principle, identify the correct, analytic solution to any arbitrary accuracy. The practical difficulties of implementing such a scheme in a numerical integration are, however, formidable, since in some cases of interest the value of (s + 1) may be largeperhaps 25 or more.
In the case that s is fairly large, say greater than a few, it is arguable that all the small-slope solutions, even those with non vanishing 0[(r c -r) s ] terms, should be admitted. This has two major consequences: the first is that M need not have any precise value, since there is no longer the constraint provided by the condition of matching the Taylor expansion. The second consequence is that the Taylor expansion cannot be used for continuing the solution outward from the sonic point. The sonic point is then an essential singularity, and there is no analytic connection between the inward and outward solutions. Thus there is one more completely free parameter associated with the outward solution, and there is no apparent physical basis for choosing it. All these difficulties may be moot, however. As will be discussed below, in § IVc, the lowslope solutions have a very strong dynamical instability, and their relevance as zero-order approximations to the state of actual stellar winds is probably limited.
The curves within this family of solutions thus become, in a practical sense, indistinguishable as they apprach the sonic point. In the remainder of this paper, we shall therefore refer to the solutions in this family as being " degenerate," even though they may not satisfy all the strict mathematical conditions of degeneracy. Because the lower slope solutions converge as they approach the sonic point from either the subsonic or supersonic side, the degeneracy is actually " two fold." As we shall see, this implies an indeterminacy in two basic flow quantities, for example, mass-loss rate and terminal flow speed, that on the basis of Sobolev theory models had previously been thought to be uniquely determined. (See Fig. 6 below.) c) T opology for Single-Frequency Approximation Let us now carry out an approximate analytical analysis aimed at illustrating explicitly how these solution topologies apply to an absorption line-driven flow. To do this, we use the fact that the frequency quadratures in equations (2), (12), and (13) can be reasonably well approximated with a single dominant interval of unit width (w* = 1) centered on the frequency x « a/v th -h 1. At this frequency, the profile function can be taken to be nearly Gaussian, (j> c = ^(x -a/v ih ) = (¡>(1) & l/|>(7r) 1/2 ], with its derivative given by <¡>' c « 2(j) c . Moreover, since at the critical point gravity is balanced almost entirely by the radiative force 0 rad , we can ignore the curvature term 2a 2 /r in N. Then force balance at r c requires 
which makes quite clear the change from nodal to focal type critical point as the mass-loss rate increases beyond M = A^max-For M < M max , there are two types of transonic solution: the singular, steep solution, and the family of solutions with shallower slope. For M > M max , there is no transonic solution, and so M max represents an absolute maximum for the mass-loss rate that can be driven to supersonic speeds by the line force.
d) Zero-Sound Speed Sobolev Model It is of interest to compare these results with those obtained in the CAK/Sobolev model. For a pure power-law line distribution without a high-opacity cutoff (i.e., for K; max oo), the pure absorption force (2) reduces in the Sobolev limit, v th -> 0, to the usual CAK expression (see eq.
[12] of OCR),
CAK derived their wind solutions by applying this expression in both the subsonic and supersonic regions of a wind with a finite temperature. However, strictly speaking, this Sobolev limit can only be attained for real driving ions in the limit of vanishing temperature, implying also a vanishing sound speed a. It is thus of interest to examine the results of the Sobolev model for the case in which a -► 0 as well as v th -► 0. Applying equation (21) for g T2Ld to equation (1) and setting a = 0, we find that momentum balance now requires
where w' = ^vv'/GM^ and
Figure 2 illustrates that, depending on the value of C, equation (22) has either 0, 1, or 2 solutions. The critical case with one solution has the property that F = dF/dw' = 0, which implies the critical values w' = a/(l -a) and C c = a~a(l -a)*"
1 . Now, equation (22) has no explicit spatial dependence, and so the fixed value w' must hold throughout the flow. Integrating w' from some boundary radius r 0 , we thereby obtain the usual velocity law, If we take the critical value w' = a/(l -a), then equation (25) gives the usual CAK terminal speed. Likewise, if we solve the definition (23) for the mass-loss rate and apply the critical value C c , we obtain the CAK mass-loss rate formula,
However, it is important to realize that, unlike the finitesound-speed model of CAK, the mass-loss rate in this zerosound speed case is not unique, since solutions with M < M C ak are now also allowed. Indeed, for these " subcritical " M, there are two solutions, one steep, and one shallow. (See Fig. 6 and the accompanying discussion at the end of § IVh.) In the zerosound speed case, the CAK mass-loss rate A^Cak thus now only represents a maximum mass-loss rate for which solutions exist.
e) Comparison between Sobolev and Non-Sobolev Models
It is interesting to note the close parallels between these results for the zero-sound speed model and those obtained above for finite v th and a. M C ak plays much the same role in the a = 0, Sobolev case as M max did in the a > 0, non-Sobolev model above. Comparison of equations (19) and (26) also shows very similar scaling for these rates, the ratio between them given by Fig. 4) . As is well known, the CAK mass-loss rate is independent of the thermal speed v th . In contrast, we see from equations (19) or (27) that M max ~ a/v th , and so the maximum mass-loss rate for which there is a transonic solution increases with decreasing v t Ja. (Indeed, M max can readily exceed M CAK , but, as we show in § IV, even when this occurs, M C ak is still approximately the maximum massloss rate for which these transonic solutions extend to r -* oo.) This means that even for a fixed mass-loss rate M, the topology of the solution can vary depending on the assumed value of v t Ja. For example, let us fix the mass-loss rate at M = M C ak and examine the solutions as we approach the CAK/Sobolev limit v t Ja -► 0. Since in this limit M C ak ^ ^max> 
To compare this with the result from CAK theory, let us require that the radiative force given by the CAK form (21) balance gravity at the sonic point, which implies GMeff ar?
This has the same scaling as equation (29) and otherwise differs only by a factor of order unity because of our use above of just a single term in evaluating sums over the frequency x. It thus appears that it is the lower slope solution v' c (-) that corresponds in this Sobolev limit to the usual CAK solution.
As far as the steeper solution i?'( + ) is concerned, note that the graphical solution of the CAK mode, e.g., as described by Cassinelli (1979; see his Fig. 4) , does indeed show a corresponding solution branch that was discarded because it goes to infinite slope as it approaches the sonic point from above. Our analysis shows that for nonzero v t Ja 9 this solution has a finite slope at r c , and so still could be a viable solution. Indeed, we demonstrate below that this steeper slope solution corresponds to the asymptotic state approached for unperturbed models in the time-dependent simulations of OCR. To show this, and to determine the general conditions under which the various types of solutions apply, we will now carry out numerical integrations of the flow equations (1) and (4).
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS a) Velocity Solutions Up to the Sonic Point
The above analytical analysis shows that the nature of the steady solutions for an absorption line-driven flow depends sensitively on the thermal/sound speed ratio v t Ja. In deriving the full velocity solution from numerical integration, let us first consider the OCR case of v t Ja = 0.5. Adopting the stellar parameters of the OCR standard model (see Table 1 ), we numerically integrate equations (1) and (4) from r 0 , where the initial conditions are given by equations (6) and (8), up to the critical point r c , where v = a. Figure 3 plots the resulting velocity versus radius for various assumed mass-loss rates M. Note that the velocity gradient approached as t; -► a is very shallow for the smallest M (cases 1 and 2), moderate for the intermediate M (case 3), and very steep (effectively infinite) for the largest M (case 4). Table 2 summarizes the conditions attained at r c . The quantity v f c is the critical point slope approached in the numerical integration, while v' c (±) are the steeper and shallower slopes calculated from equation (14), using the critical point values attained for the quantities A and B (see eqs.
[12] and [13] ). Comparison shows that cases 1 and 2 each correspond to one of the shallow slope solutions of their respective solution topologies, while case 3 corresponds to the distinct, steeper slope solution of its topology. It is important to keep in mind that the solution topologies discussed in § III vary with the massloss rate, and so each of the specific solutions plotted in Figure  3 only represent the one specific solution within its topology that satisfies the boundary condition (6) on r¡ x .
For the large mass-loss rate of case 4, the quantity A has a sufficiently large negative value that the discriminant B 2 + 4A < 0, and so real t^(±) do not exist; this case thus has a focal topology, and we can infer that M > M max , where M max is now the mass-loss rate for which the numerical integration r/r 0 Fig. 3. -Velocity v vs. radius r up to the sonic point r c in models with the artificially high thermal speed, v th /a = 0.5. The solutions obtained assuming various mass-loss rates M are labeled with the model numbers from yields values of A and B such that £ 2 + 4A -► 0 as t? -► a. The value of this M max can now be quite accurately determined from a straightforward numerical search algorithm. The analytic, single-frequency approximation formula (19) no longer holds in detail, but the general scaling, e.g., with v t Ja, is the same. This is illustrated in Figure 4 , which plots the variation of this numerically computed M max (together with other critical mass loss rates defined below) versus v ih /a for models with the same basic parameters from Table 1 . The region to the upper right of this curve represents the domain of focal solutions.
We can similarly use numerical search techniques to locate the corresponding curve for M steep , the mass-loss rate yielding the steeper slope solution. Figure 4 shows that this steeper solution exists only over the very limited range 0.47 < v t Ja < 0.6. For v t Ja > 0.6, the M steep values become very small, as the line force at the sonic point becomes too weak to drive much mass loss. At v t Ja « 0.47, the curve for M steep intersects that for M max and does not extend to lower v t Ja. In the lower v t Ja domain to the left of this M steep curve-which includes the physically realistic values v t Ja ae 0.3-the solutions satisfying the boundary conditions (6) all have a shallow slope at the sonic point. For any such v ih /a 9 there now exists a solution for all M < M max . Thus, unlike the steeper solutions, these shallow solutions do not describe just a single curve in Figure 4 , but span the entire domain below and to the left of M max and M steep . However, as we shall now show, not all such solutions extend to large radii. b) Velocity Solutions above the Sonic Point As discussed in § III, the solution topology of these shallow solutions makes it extremely difficult to determine how to extend them past the sonic point, and so we have thus far avoided discussion of their nature in the supersonic region. There is, however, no such problem in extending the steeper slope solutions into the supersonic regime. As is clear from Figure 1 , the critical point topology near such steeper solutions is analogous to that of the usual X-type solutions, and so their extension past the sonic point can be computed with the standard " shooting method." The topology ensures both that only one characteristic initial velocity v 0 will carry the solution through the sonic point, and that once past this point, the integration will stably adhere to the critical solution. Figure 5 shows the radial evolution of velocity in these steeper solutions (solid curves) for selected combinations of M solutions are also plotted.) Note that for large M, the velocity is no longer monotonie with radius, but increases to a maximum and then declines. The terminal speeds v^ reached at large r thus decrease with increasing M. (The M stecp curve in Fig. 4 is labeled with the appropriate value of for several selected M.) Indeed, beyond some limiting value (^M C ak » see below), the solutions no longer extend to a large distance but terminate at some finite radius where the velocity declines below the sound speed.
Let us now return to the shallower slope case that applies at smaller v t Ja. Although the topology near these shallow solutions makes it difficult to extend them past the sonic point, it is clear from Figure 1 that extension into the supersonic region along the corresponding steeper slope solution represents an upper limit to the possible range of their velocities. Hence by defining the maximum mass-loss rate for which these steeper solution supersonic extensions reach large radii, we obtain a similar bound on the rate for which the lower slope solutions can extend to large radii. Figure 4 shows that the limiting mass-loss rate defined in this way has a value, « M C ak> that is nearly independent of v t Ja (so long as it is less than M max ).
As noted at the end of § Illh, the nodal topology actually implies a twofold degeneracy in the flow properties. The degeneracy on the subsonic side implies an indeterminacy in the mass-loss rate M, while degeneracy on the supersonic side implies an indeterminacy in the asymptotic flow speed v^. For a realistic value of the thermal speed ratio v t Ja = 0.3, Figure 6 illustrates the domain of possible solutions in the v^ versus M plane. (Actually, for an isothermal wind, the flow speed diverges logarithmically at large radii, and so, for comparison purposes, we use the velocity at the " Parker " radius r P = GM eff /2a 2 « 20r o to represent v^.) The model parameters are again those of Table 1, except that, to facilitate comparison with CAK, we omit the opacity cutoff (/c max -► oo). The solid curve represents the upper limit for at any given mass-loss rate, but all the solutions in the domain below and to the left of this are also allowed. This is in stark contrast with the result of the finite-sound speed, Sobolev theory model of CAK, which predicts distinct values of M and v^, indicated by the "X" in Figure 6 . In fact, these results are reminiscent of those obtained in the zero-sound speed, Sobolev model of § Hid, where we found a similar degeneracy in the allowed mass loss rate, M < M C ak-However, in this case, the degeneracy is only onefold, since for each assumed M, there are two distinct allowed values of v^, illustrated by the dashed curves in Figure 6 . Interestingly, imposing the Sobolev limit while keeping the temperature finite breaks both degeneracies, but reaching this limit by taking a vanishing temperature breaks only one degeneracy. However, in the non-Sobolev, finite-temperature case with realistic ratio v t Ja, the basic flow properties M and v^ are both not well defined, and this makes it impossible to determine a distinct steady solution.
c) Relationship to Instability and Variability
Let us now compare the results of this steady state analysis to those obtained in unperturbed models computed with the OCR time-dependent code. The OCR unperturbed model for v th Ja = 0.5 is plotted in Figure 5 as a dashed curve, but it is barely visible because it is very nearly the same as the steep solution of the corresponding steady state. The mass-loss rates are likewise in very good agreement. It is thus clear that the asymptotic state found in the unperturbed models of the OCR time-dependent simulations corresponds to this steeper slope solution of the nodal topology. It is interesting that the timedependent code relaxes to this steeper solution, and not to one of the shallower slope, lower mass-loss rate solutions, which by this analysis are not excluded as potential steady states. As we shall now see, it appears that this may reflect the relative stability of the two types of solution.
We have used the OCR time-dependent code to compute the time evolution of two unperturbed models which differ only in the type of steady solution that applies. The three-dimensional perspective plots of velocity versus height and time in Figures la and lb show the markedly different temporal behaviors for the two cases. In both cases, the basic stellar parameters are those of Table 1 , the radiative boundary condition is that given by equation (6), and the initial condition is the appropriate CAK model (with finite sound speed). But in the first case (Fig.  7a) , the assumed v^a = 0.5 admits a well-defined, steeper slope, steady solution, and the time-dependent evolution quickly relaxes to that solution. In contrast, for the second case (Fig. lb\ in which the assumed v iY Ja = 0.375 admits only the degenerate, shallow-slope, steady solutions, the model never settles down, but exhibits a nearly periodic variability. Close inspection shows that there do exist brief intervals when the latter model approaches a nearly smooth, CAK-like state, but then, despite the lack of any explicit perturbations, this state becomes disrupted. Once the structure arising from this disruption is advected away, the wind again briefly approaches a smooth, CAK-like model which, however, then becomes disrupted again, repeating the cycle.
The original OCR calculations also showed some "selfexcited " variability for the case v x Ja = 0.5, which we have identified with the distinct, steeper, steady solution. However, POE, OWOCKI, AND CASTOR Vol. 358 VTH/ñ = 1/2 VTH/ñ = 3/8 Fig. 7 .-Perspective plot of the velocity v vs. both time and height ( = r/r 0 -1) in unperturbed models computed with the OCR time-dependent code. The case {a) with v t Ja = 0.5 approaches a smooth steady state given by a steeper slope solution, while the case (b) with v th /a = 0.375, for which the appropriate steady model consists of the family of shallow slope solutions, shows persistent, intrinsic variability. unlike the smaller thermal speed models, the base amplitude of the variability in this case was extremely small, on the order of 10" 4 or less. Nevertheless, the strong instability of the linedriven flow meant that even these small-amplitude base fluctuations led to nonlinear variability within about a stellar radius of the surface.
We have since identified the causes of this low-level variability of the steeper solutions. In OCR the time step was set to be a fixed fraction of the Courant time,
i where Ar¿ and p, are the zone size and velocity at spatial zone i. However, the high-velocity, outermost regions that set this condition are also those for which any fluctuations from below have been most amplified by the instability. This causes the time step to vary, and the resulting variability in the truncation error thus induces a small amount of fluctuation at the wind base. This, in turn, becomes amplified by the line-driven instability into large variability in the outer wind, thus perpetuating the cycle. If instead of a fixed Courant fraction, one uses a fixed (but sufficiently small) time step, this self-excited variability of the steeper solutions disappears. Unperturbed models, such as the one shown in Figure 7a , with v ih /a > 0.5 can then approach states in which the base fluctuations are less than one part in 10 12 , nearly the machine roundoff error! However, for models with lower v t Ja, fixing the time step has little effect on reducing the larger amplitude, persistent variability. These results thus further underscore the marked difference in the nature of the two types of solution.
The apparently intrinsic nature of this computed wind variability for smaller v t Ja raises anew the question of whether the instability of such winds might in this case be of the absolute rather than of the advective type (Bers 1983) . In an advective instability, a perturbation grows to large amplitude only as it propagates or is advected away, whereas in an absolute instability, any perturbation (even thermal noise) can disrupt the flow at the point it is introduced. Previous work by Owocki and Rybicki (1986) had shown that the instability of an absorption line-driven wind is of the advective type in the supersonic portion of the wind. We have recently carried out a similar analysis that now examines the nature of the instability in the region near and below the sonic point. The preliminary results indicate that this subsonic region is indeed absolutely unstable if the background steady state is characterized by the degenerate, shallow-slope solution. The implication of this is that shallow steady state solutions probably do not represent physically realizable states for such absorption line-driven winds. Rather, it seems likely that the wind will tend to be highly variable, with both the velocity law and mass-loss rate fluctuating about the allowed steady values, and this helps explain the ubiquity of self-excited variability in our time-dependent calculations. We are currently carrying out a study aimed at identifying the physical processes that determine the characteristics of the self-excitation. Further details and analysis of the nature, causes, and implications of this apparently intrinsic wind variability will be given in an upcoming paper (Owocki, Poe, and Castor 1990) .
d) Result Summary for the Basic Model
The above analysis has been quite successful in helping explain the unperturbed flow results obtained with the OCR time-dependent hydrodynamics code. But beyond this, it would seem to suggest two results with potentially broader implications :
1) For the non-Sobolev model of a line-driven wind, there exists a new, previously unrecognized type of solution that is somewhat steeper than the usual CAK/Sobolev solution. This solution is well defined and appears not be absolutely unstable, but it apparently can only be attained for unrealistically high values of the thermal/sound speed ratio.
2) For realistic values of the thermal speed, the solutions for this non-Sobolev model are analogous to the previous CAK/ No. 1, 1990 RADIATIVELY DRIVEN STELLAR WINDS 209
Sobolev solutions, but are now not well defined in that solutions with mass-loss rates up to and including the CAK value cannot be excluded; because of this indeterminacy of the steady states, such winds may exhibit intrinsic variability. We will now consider how these results might be affected by various extensions and modifications to the basic model for which they were derived.
V. EFFECT OF MODEL EXTENSIONS a) Finite Stellar Disk and Realistic Wind Temperature
To facilitate comparison with both the OCR and the original CAK model results, the above analysis assumed a point source for the stellar radiation. Extension to include the effect of the finite stellar disk is straightforward. Taking advantage of the assumed spherical symmetry, the required angle integrations can be formulated in terms of rays impacting the stellar disk at various distances b (see, e.g., Mihalas 1978, pp. 252-253) . The additional quadrature required for the radiative force 0 rad (see eq.
[2]) is most conveniently carried out in terms of the dimensionless variable y = (b/r 0 ) 2 .
G rad 2 j)'? <¡>(X -flyV/vJ (32) where w y are suitable quadrature weights over the interval 0 < y < 1, and ii y is the cosine of the angle an outward ray makes with the radial direction at radius r,
The radial evolution of the profile-weighted mass-column depth along each ray is now given by (see eq.
[4])
The method of solution for this finite-disk case remains the same, and the solution topologies are still of the same nodal or focal type. In carrying out detailed computations with a finite disk, we have also included two additional improvements: (1) Instead of the artificially high sound speed a = 80 km s " 1 used above, we now take a more realistic value a = 25 km s~1, and (2) we now assume a pure power-law line distribution without a high-opacity cutoff /c max . As shown in Figure 8 , the resulting variations of the various limiting mass-loss rates versus v iY Ja are qualitatively similar to those found earlier. The models computed for Figure 8 again assumed the parameter values in Table 1 (except for a), but we have also found qualitatively similar results for a wide range of the basic stellar parameters, i.e., mass, radius, and luminosity.
In summary, finite disk effects (and using a lower, more realistic temperature) do not alter the principal results of the basic model. The new, steep solution still requires an artificially high thermal speed, and for realistic thermal speeds, there does not appear to be a distinct steady solution.
b) Radiative Boundary Condition Let us next consider the effect of changes in the radiative boundary condition. The condition used above is based on the assumption that at the lower boundary the radiation field in each line corresponds to that of a Schuster-Schwarzschild-type reversing layer (Jefferies 1968, p. 30; OCR). It is incorporated into the definition of the profile-weighted mass column depth rj x through equation (6). Stating from the initial values (6) at the lower radius r 0 , this function evolves with height according to equation (4). Figure 9 compares y} x versus x at the lower boundary radius r 0 (solid curve) with that attained at the sonic point r c (dotted curve) in a model with M = M C ak an d v t Ja = 0.3. (Note that the functions are plotted increasing downward so that the resulting curves will qualitatively represent the local intensity within line absorption profiles.) From the discussion in § I Va, we known that such a model has a shallow slope solution at the sonic point.
Let us now consider what boundary conditions would be required to obtain the steeper slope solution instead. We can determine this as follows: having integrated outward from r 0 to r c to obtain the shallow solution, we then integrate backward from r c along the corresponding steeper solution, for which the slope at r c is given by *>'( + ) (see eq. [14] ). The dashed curve in Figure 9 illustrates the r¡ x attained at the lower boundary r' 0 . (Since the boundary is defined to be at unit optical depth in the continuum, the somewhat different density stratification along this steeper slope means that it is now at a slightly higher radius, i.e., r' 0 > r 0 .) At small x, this new lower boundary rj x closely matches the original condition (6), but for x > 2.5 there exists a dip that makes the new r¡ x quite different from the original. This dip is a remnant of the absorption dip that was built up in the original outward integration along the shallow solution. It remained after the return integration inward because the steeper slope meant that there was now less absorbing material in the velocity interval matching these frequencies.
Clearly, if this new rj x with a dip were used in place of equation (6) as the initial condition of an outward integration, then the velocity near r c would now follow a steeper slope solution, POE, OWOCKI, AND CASTOR Vol. 358 Fig. 4 , but with the abscissa now given by the profile width (v x Ja) 0 at the lower boundary, assuming the profile width in the wind is fixed at the realistic value v t Ja = 0.3. even though the thermal speed used in the integration has the moderate value r th /a = 0.3. Of course, choosing just such a boundary condition would be quite artificial, requiring a special " preabsorption " of radiation in the line wing.
However, it does demonstrate that the assumed radiative boundary condition can make a crucial difference in determining the type of soluton for an absorption line-driven flow.
Consider then the somewhat less artificial assumption that the boundary condition is still given by equation (6), but with an absorption profile <¡> 0 {x) at the boundary that is somewhat wider than in the wind. Such a circumstance might approximate, for instance, the situation in an atmosphere with a declining temperature. The results are illustrated in Figure 10 , which shows the variation of the critical M versus the boundary thermal-width ratio (v t Ja) 0 (see Fig. 4 ), where now, however, the width of the profile in the wind is fixed at a realistic value v tJ a = 0.3. The curve for M steep shows that there do exist steeper slope solutions, but only for a very narrow range of the boundary profile widths near (v t Ja) 0 ae 0.5.
The basic general conclusion of this subsection is thus that the assumed radiative boundary condition can make a crucial difference in determining the type of solution for an absorption line-driven flow. In particular, we conclude that it is possible to obtain steeper slope solutions, and the relatively stable, unique steady flow they imply, but only for a rather carefully prescribed lower boundary profile with an extended blue-wing absorption.
c) Voigt Profile
The analyses in the previous subsection and in § IV indicate that the nature of the steady flow solutions is extremely sensitive to the width of the line profile, particularly as applied to the lower boundary condition (6). This suggests that any additional broadening of the profile beyond that arising from thermal motion might likewise have important effects on the flow solutions. Instead of the simple Gaussian profile assumed above, let us thus consider the effects of using the more general Voigt profile function, which includes the broad Lorentz damping wings that typically result from such additional broadening mechanisms (see, e.g., Mihalas 1978, chap. 9) . We find it convenient to describe the importance of these damping wings in terms of the critical frequency [defined in terms of the usual Voigt parameter by a v = n 1,2 x*exp ( -x^)], which characterizes the transition between the Gaussian core and the Lorentz wings.
To illustrate the effect of including damping wings, Figure 11 shows how the various critical M quantities defined in § IV depend on x,,, assuming now that the thermal width ratio is fixed at the realistic value v t Ja = 0.3. The principal result is that steeper solutions are now possible for x,, < 2.5, but with greatly reduced mass-loss rates, M steep < M CAK . Experimentation with the lower boundary condition shows that essentially the same result is obtained if a Gaussian profile is used in the flow, but a Voigt profile is used for the boundary condition (eq. [6] ). This again illustrates the importance of the radiative boundary condition in determining the flow solution for an absorption line-driven wind.
From this, there emerges the following physical picture of the effects that determine whether the flow follows a steep versus a shallow solution. If the line force in the subsonic region is kept relatively weak, then, paradoxically, the solution will tend to be steeper, because force balance against gravity then requires a stronger pressure gradient; this then implies a stronger density gradient, which in turn, through the mass continuity relation, implies a steeper velocity. However, to drive a large mass-loss rate requires that the line force then become strong again as the flow nears the sonic point. Both these requirements are well satisfied when the lower boundary profile is given by a relatively broad Gaussian, and this explains why steeper slope solutions are obtained whenever one assumes v t Ja « 0.5 there. However, when the broadening is from the Lorentz wings, the first requirement is satisfied, but not the second, since then the relatively slow frequency variation reduces the radiative flux at the critical frequencies near x = a/v th . As a result, steeper solutions are possible in this case, but with greatly reduced mass flux.
VI. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION METHODS a) Comparison with Other Wind Models
It is remarkable that the peculiar properties uncovered here (nodal topology, solution degeneracy, sensitivity to boundary conditions and line profile) have not been identified in previous models of line-driven stellar winds. For Sobolev models like CAK and its successors (e.g., Friend and Abbott 1986) , this can be attributed to the dependence of the Sobolev line force on the velocity gradient, which shifts the critical point outward from the sonic point and ensures (since the force no longer has any explicit dependence on velocity; see eqs.
[10]- [14] ) that it remains fundamentally of an X-type. For non-Sobolev models, such as the early work of Lucy and Solomon (1970) , or for the recent, quite extensive models based on comoving frame (CMF) solutions of the line transfer, the reasons for the apparent difference in results are less obvious.
i) The Lucy and Solomon Pure Absorption Model It is particularly interesting to compare the results here with those found by Lucy and Solomon (1970) in their original paper suggesting the line-driving mechanism for these winds.
Remarkably, this early analysis did not use the Sobolev approximation but computed the line force with a pure absorption assumption quite analogous to that used here. Instead of an ensemble line distribution (which was not introduced until the subsequent CAK paper), they considered driving in only a handful of lines, and, as a result, obtained quite small mass-loss rates. Nonetheless, their line force has the same functional dependencies as that used here, except that there is an additional dependence (through ionization effects not considered here) on the opacity of the lines considered. Within their approximations of plane-parallel, isothermal flow, this only implies an additional dependence on density, and hence (through mass continuity) a dependence on velocity. The crucial point is that there is no additional explicit spatial dependence, and hence the quantity A defined in § III must still be negative, implying either a nodal or focal topology. Yet they report none of the phenomena (steeper slope solution; degeneracy of the shallow solutions) associated with the nodal topology, and, in their comparisons with the solar wind model of Parker (1960) , seem to imply that their solutions pass through an X-type critical point. On the other hand, since their analysis concentrated primarily on the region at and below the sonic point, they would not have encountered one of the principal symptoms of the nodal topology, viz. the solution degeneracy that makes defining a distinct supersonic solution difficult. Given the historical context of their work, they thus may simply have assumed an X-type topology analogous to that of the solar wind. In any case it is remarkable that only now, nearly two decades after their introduction of this nonSobolev, pure absorption method, are the peculiar properties of such absorption line-driven models being realized.
ii) Comoving Frame Models Including Scattering The characteristics of a nodal topology are likewise singularly absent in the more recent, non-Sobolev models based on CMF solution of the line transfer (Weber 1981; Pauldrach, Puls, and Kudritzki 1986; Pauldrach 1987) . The reasons for this difference from the present results are again not entirely clear, but certainly one possible cause is the neglect here of scattering effects that are included in the CMF calculations. This would imply that the force associated with the diffuse scattering term plays a crucial role in regulating the dynamics in the subsonic region. If this is the case, however, then it is difficult to understand why the results of these CMF models are in such very good agreement with those obtained using the Sobolev approximation, for which the near fore-aft symmetry in the scattered radiation means that its contribution to the line force is negligible.
Unfortunately, it is not clear how such scattering effects could be incorporated into the kind of solution topology analysis carried out here. Because of the nonlocal nature of scattering, the initial value ("shooting") method used here becomes inapplicable, and so one is forced to other methods, like iteration, that are less amenable to analytic analysis. In fact, iteration is the basic method by which the CMF models obtain their solutions. As described in the next section, we find that such iterative methods cannot be made to converge if the degenerate family of lower slope solutions applies. Yet the iterations in the CMF models apparently do converge on models that, at least in the Sobolev limit (see § lile), correspond to such lower slope solutions. This would seem to imply that the underlying nature of the solutions is somehow fundamentally different in the CMF models than it is here. POE, OWOCKI, AND CASTOR Vol. 358 Scattering is known to be important in reducing the strength of the line-driven instability (Lucy 1984; Owocki and Rybicki 1985) . It introduces a drag term into the perturbed line force that tends to damp perturbations, thus counteracting some of the instability effect of the direct, absorption component of the force. It is possible that scattering can likewise stabilize iteration methods and enable them to relax to a steady state solution, but this still would not necessarily imply that this solution would be unique. In any event, this reduction in the wind instability by scattering implies that inclusion of such scattering effects in time-dependent simulations of the instability should be a high priority. The computational requirements of carrying out such a simulation are, however, formidable.
In summary, it appears that including scattering effects may significantly alter the results obtained from the pure absorption analysis here, but identifying and understanding these effects will require much further study.
b) Iterative versus Shooting Method
Since iterative methods have been so successful in finding steady solutions in CMF models, let us now consider how well these methods apply in the present case. The basic technique is to compute the radiative force (2) from an initial guess (e.g., the CAK model) for the wind solution (i.e., velocity and mass-loss rate), and then apply this in the force equation (2) to obtain a new wind solution; the procedure is then repeated until the change in solutions between successive iterations is sufficiently small. A principal distinction from the initial value, shooting method used above is that, since the velocity and density (and hence rj x ) are known, the radiative force is now an explicit function of the radius alone, 0 rad = g T&d (r) (see discussion at beginning of § Ilia). Thus, the term B defined in equation (13) is now zero, and so the solution topology is " X-type." It is convenient to carry out the iteration on an integrated form of (1):
where
is likewise a known function of r [computed by numerical integration of the known function 0 rad (r)]. The use of the sonic point r c as the reference point in this integrated form of the momentum equation ensures that the iteration solutions will be transonic. The location of this sonic point can be determined from the requirement that the numerator of equation (1) be zero,
Since the curvature term 2a 2 /r c is small, this just ensures approximate momentum balance between gravity and the radiative force at r c . The mass-loss rate is determined by solving equation (35) for the velocity v 0 at the lower boundary radius r 0 (defined as the point of continuum optical depth; see eqs.
[7]-[8]), and then using equation (8). This and the velocity solution are used in equations (2) and (4) to derive a new force 0 rad , which is then applied to the next iteration.
We have found that this iterative solution of equation (35) can only be made to converge when the distinct, steeper slope solution applies; i.e., when v t Ja > 0.5. In this case, the solution converged on is in good agreement with that found above with the shooting method, as well as with that found in unperturbed models computed with the OCR time-dependent code. On the other hand, for models with v t Ja < 0.5, for which the degenerate, lower slope solutions apply, the iterations do not converge. Instead they still tend toward a steep slope, with each successive iteration having a larger mass-loss rate. Eventually, the mass-loss rate exceeds that which can be driven to large radii, and the outer solution declines to the sound speed, thus terminating the iteration procedure.
Analysis we have carried out of a simplified system with similar properties to that above suggests that the above convergence failure is not unique to our particular iteration scheme, but that iteration methods will in general fail to converge when the applicable solution is the lower slope of the nodal topology. As noted above, this implies that the underlying nature of the solutions in CMF models that do converge must be quite different from that uncovered in this paper.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS Apart from the clarification it provides about the nature of unperturbed models computed with the OCR time-dependent code, the principal result obtained in this study is that, for realistic parameters and boundary conditions, a flow driven by pure absorption lines may not have a well-defined steady state. The implication is that such flows will be intrinsically variable. In a related study (Owocki, Poe, and Castor 1990) , we have been examining the likely characteristics of this intrinsic variability, using both analytic analysis (i.e., of the absolute vs. ádvective nature of instabilities) and numerical simulations with the OCR time-dependent hydrodynamics code. The preliminary results indicate that variability in such flows will not be confined to the supersonic region, but will extend down to the subsonic wind base. This is quite intriguing because observations of hot stars often show variability in optical spectral lines formed in the photosphere, as well as in ultraviolet spectral lines formed in the wind. The above theoretical results thus suggest a specific mechanism by which these phenomena may be related.
A principal outstanding theoretical question, however, is the degree to which such pure absorption models are applicable to actual hot-star winds, for which the driving lines are better described as pure scattering than pure absorption. To clarify the dynamical role that scattering plays in the subsonic regions of such winds, we hope in the near future to carry a detailed comparison between the present, pure absorption model and those derived with CMF solution of the scattering line transfer. Over the longer term, an important goal will be to develop methods that would make practical the inclusion of scattering effects in time-dependent simulations of the wind instability. 
The integration constant Q is fixed by the boundary conditions. By solving equation ( For the nodal case (p + and p_ the same sign), the behavior of the solutions for finite ß is of interest. Far from the origin u -p_z may become large, but since p_ <p + ,(a -p_ z) p~lp+ will become large more slowly than p_z, so u will be asymptotic to p + z, and we see that the correction term to p + z is 0(z p~,p+ ). This argument can be inverted for the asymptotic behavior as the origin is approached, u -p+z will certainly become small, no larger the O(z), so w -p_ z will be 0(z p+lp~) , which is smaller still. Then u tends to p_ z with a correction term which is 0(z p+,p~) . The constant ß stands for the one arbitrary constant in the general solution of equation (Al), and we see that it fixes the coefficient of the correction term in both the large z and small z asymptotic expressions. That is, apart from the exceptional solution with ß = 0, all solutions behave as a = p_ z in the limit of small z, but with a correction 0(z p+/p~) that varies with ß. Except for the one of these with ß = oo, all these have finite values of the first p + /p_ derivatives, but the p + /p_ + 1st and higher derivatives are infinite. Thus the only analytic solutions are the ones with ß = 0 and ß = oo.
For the original equation (1), the same arguments apply, except that the analytic solutions are no longer stright lines, but are smooth functions.
